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The Living Quilt

The FARM STEW Family’s response to our recent
letter is continuing to transform lives in South Sudan!
Because of your generous gifts, we’ve launched a FARM
STEW program in the community where Angelo lives.
In his fields, where dense rows of sugarcane previously
grew, now lie vegetable gardens, fitting together like
a quilt across the acre-sized expanse. How did this
happen?
Inspired by the FARM STEW message brought to
him by Doreen Arcangelo, our superhero in South Sudan,
Angelo painstakingly removed the sugarcane that was
choking his land in Wau near the Jur River. The small fee
promised by a foreign-owned company was not enough to
feed his family and he finally had the motivation to change.
Now, thanks to your generosity, Angelo is growing
food– real food that is feeding his family. Angelo’s
decision and effort impacted them so positively that his
neighbors noticed the change! It attracted even more
people to attend the FARM STEW training.
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Angelo waters his Amaranth crop
(a high-protein African grain).

When the new trainees didn’t have land to implement
what they were learning, Angelo offered to share his.
Now each family has several garden plots and they’ve
built up the sides of the beds with the clay soil to trap the
limited water. It’s a patchwork of growing hope!
The FARM STEW trainers that you support in Wau are
in the business of changing lives! In a country where the
threat of famine is looming, your gifts will continue to
provide Angelo’s community with new, hands-on FARM
STEW demonstrations and encouragement. You are
helping families help themselves!

Angelo’s neighbors gather in their “living quilt” garden.

Therefore, whenever we have the opportunity,
we should do good to everyone—especially to
those in the family of faith. Galatians 6:10

You Launched FARM STEW In
4 New States in South Sudan!
You did it! Your gifts launched an intensive training in the last
week of March that will reach 4 new states and Wau in South
Sudan. Each of the trainees, here with Doreen (in the red skirt),
will be sent home with FARM STEW manuals, flip charts and
enough vegetable seeds, soybeans, and Tippy-Tap supplies
for 1,000 total families. The total investment of $60,000 will
mobilize the trainees to share FARM STEW throughout 2021,
expanding beyond as the Lord provides through you!

Your gifts sponsored 10 new FAR
M STEW
trainees from 5 South Sudanese
states.

Your gifts bring clean water and the “Living Water”
to FARM STEW Certified Communities
Like many communities in Sub-Saharan Africa,
villagers in Busede, Uganda, faced a constant reminder
of failure. When Busede residents, mostly women and
children, made their daily walk of 4 kilometers (2.5
miles) to a swamp to fetch water, they had to walk
right past a broken hand pump on the way.
Joel oversees the well
construction in Busede.

This predominantly Muslim community had once
been blessed to have a hand pump water well, but when
the pump broke down, they could not raise the money
to repair it. Not only did the longer walks consume
hours of time and waste people’s energy, but the swamp
water they carried up steep hills to their homes was
contaminated! For two years, the broken pump forced
the people of Busede back to the swamp for water daily.
When FARM STEW trainers arrived in early 2020,
the village wasn’t eligible for a water project right away.
However, our lessons were met with great enthusiasm.

Even the Biblical content was received with joy
because the trainers focused on the common ground of the
Creator God who lovingly made humanity in a garden and
told our first parents to tend it! The challenge of gardening
without accessible water was almost insurmountable, but
Busede resident did it!
After 17 full days of training over the past year, 42
families in the community (over 80%) have implemented
the lessons so well that their homes qualified to
become FARM STEW Certified Homes. Imagine their
excitement when they became a certified FARM STEW
Community and therefore eligible for a water project!
Because of your generosity, FARM STEW Uganda,
rehabilitated their pump, even pouring an entirely new
concrete pad protecting the well and the pipes!
Busede’s women and children no longer waste 3
hours a day to fetch unsafe water in the swamp thanks to
YOU, a valued member of the FARM STEW Family.
New water leads to new life!

No running water? No problem!
Justine Luwangura demonstrates one of the simplest tools
that fights the onslaught of disease and sickness: the TippyTap. Did you know that 80% of diseases are preventable
simply by washing our hands? Justine’s neighbors stand
by ready to get their turn to try the new “handless washing
station” that the FARM STEW trainers built with the Kusasira
community in Jinja, Uganda. The water-saving, inexpensive,
and easy-to-set-up Tippy-Taps are required for all FARM
STEW Certified Homes!
To see a FARM STEW trainer showing
exactly how to use a Tippy-Tap, scan here to
check out this short video or go to:
www.farmstew.org/post/tt

Justine’s hands have
never been cleaner
thanks to your
generosity.

You Are Giving Patience A Chance
In this beautiful letter,
Patience, a student in
Uganda, thanks FARM
STEW and you for
giving sanitary pads
kits to her school. She
is so grateful, saying,
“you’ve stood up for us
as girls and supported
us.” Because of your
generous support, in late
March we purchased and
distributed 1,500 Afri-pads kits, enabling our trainers to
continue to give young African girls like Patience the
opportunity to stay in school and live a life without
shame and fear. This letter is proof of the impact you
are having on young African girls through your support
of FARM STEW! Thank you for helping us give girls
like Patience the hope and joy of an abundant life!

Patience’s hand written letter to you.

Namalere Villagers Say “YES!” to FARM STEW

In the 1940s, Namalere village was beautiful, teeming
and nearly spilling over with life. Fruit trees engulfed
the humble community, and the people worked fields of
vegetable gardens; there was more than enough for all.
In recent decades, though, that has all changed.
“What once were forests of fruit trees were now sugar
cane plantations, and vegetable gardens were leveled for
homes,” said Isabirye Mudada, a proud woman of 85
years. She recalled the past and remembered her family
feasting from an abundant garden and tall trees loaded
with fruit. Now, she says that even the most basic food
is bought from the nearest store.
One of FARM STEW’s basic values is to ask older
participants to remember and explain the past because
in general, modernity has not lead to improved
health. Isabirye enjoyed the opportunity to share that
in the past, she never heard of anyone who had cancer,
diabetes, heart disease, or dental issues. But now, it is
“commonplace and numbers are rising by the day.”
But there is new hope in Namalere!
Joel Lufafa, a FARM STEW trainer in Eastern
Uganda, was invited to Namalere to share the FARM
STEW lessons in early 2020. Week after week, women,
like Isabirye, men, and even children would stop
everything when Joel would arrive on his motorcycle.
They would gather under a tree to intently engage.

Trainers like Joel can’t change the minds and hearts of
the people, but our God can do that! God transformed
hearts in Namalere, and the people were ready to
change when Joel shared the recipe of FARM STEW.
Together they addressed the root causes of Namalere’s
decaying lifestyle. Villagers decided that they have had
enough of the pain and suffering and have started down
the path to health and healing by planting fruit trees
and vegetable gardens!
They were able to say “yes” because you said “YES”
to FARM STEW with your generous gifts and prayers!

The people of Namalere village raise their hands and
say “YES” to the prospect of a better future.

One Bite At A Time

Although I hope you’re planning a garden this time
of year, I imagine you’ll still be visiting the grocery
store regularly. Imagine trying to live on only what
you can grow! I know my family wouldn’t survive.
Yet, for the vast majority of the world’s rural poor,
there is no other option but to be subsistence farmers.
There are no other jobs around. As a result, hunger and
extreme malnutrition are common, and with COVID
shutdowns, the situation is more critical than ever.
That’s why we use your gifts to equip people with
skills for profitable and sustainable farming. FARM
STEW’s lessons are literally a matter of life and death.
Late last year, we arranged an intensive week of
FARM STEW training and seed distribution for 6
churches, benefiting 210 families, in a region of
Zimbabwe that was facing severe food shortages.
When the FARM STEW Trainers, Philip and
Pastor Black, arrived in North Shangani, they were
met with a group eager to learn. Their first lesson
was a challenging one: how to make a Pfumbudza, a
specially designed maize plot. The method, created
by Foundations For Farming, a Zimbabwean FARM
STEW Partner, requires painstaking work in exchange
for superior results. Instead of the usual deep till
plowing, a Pfumbudza is prepared by hand-digging
holes one by one followed by heavy mulching. It’s a
labor-intensive process, but it works.

Hand-dug holes stand ready for planting.

When I got the picture above in December, I was
amazed because I knew how much effort the freshly
prepared field had required. The trainees had embodied
the wisdom of the African proverb used when facing a
huge task “How do you eat an elephant?”
The response is “one bite at a time.”

Your gifts were used to buy seeds
for Zimbabwean church members.

In March, the pictures started pouring in from Philip
of the thriving fields nearing the time for harvest. All the
hard work of digging holes and gathering mulch was
paying off in the full, healthy ears of corn. Although
man can not live by maize alone, it, combined with
beans and other vegetables from their gardens, can
abundantly feed a family. The lives of the FARM
STEW trainees have improved dramatically thanks
to your generosity and their hard work.
When the FARM STEW
staff and I contemplate the
tremendously
ambitious
goals that our FARM STEW
International
Board
set
for 2021, at times we can
feel overwhelmed by the
magnitude of what we believe
Thriving corn
the Lord has asked us to do.
is almost ready
But then, we take a
to harvest.
collective deep breath and
ask ourselves, “How do you eat an elephant?”
The response is “one bite at a time.”
One farmer, one family, one village, one envelope
returned by you, or one reoccurring monthly pledge
of support (www.farmstew.org/donate) at a time,
together we are taking a bite out of the hunger and
suffering in this crazy world!
We LOVE working
with you and God to
share the recipe of
abundant life!
Thank you!
With God, we can
never bite off more than
we can chew!!
Your generosity has
produced smiles as big
as the corn!

Your gifts can be sent to: P.O. Box 291 • Princeton, IL 61356
Learn more or give online at: www.farmstew.org. If you have questions, call us at 815-200-4925

